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About This Game

Formless Adventure - A platformer that will allow you to spend a few hardcore hours emerged alongside your hero - Mr.
Blubstache - a shapeless mass, who can change shape at will. He has a variety of forms, which all have different characteristics

and abilities.
There are 5 shapes:

 Speed

 Sticky

 Slippery

 Fire

 Stone

Mr. Blubstache has to go through 40 challenging levels to find his clumsy grandmother. But can he?
Features:

 A formless hero, which can change his shape.
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 Low poly graphics.

 Funny music.

 40 challenging levels with secret rooms.

 Customization of the main hero.

 Fun comics.

 Hours of hardcore gameplay.
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Title: Formless Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Joyous Raccoon
Publisher:
New Reality Games
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 8.1 or Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core2Duo E7300 @ 2.5 GHz or AMD Athlon II X2 240 @ 2.8 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTS 450 or AMD Radeon HD5670 (1024MB VRAM)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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formless adventure

Really fun and addictive rugby league management game. Not exactly cutting edge but it achieves what it sets out to do. I'm
going to assume people reading this review have some sort of understanding of the sport.

Pros:
- The match engine does a very good job of simulating how attacking sets would work. Early in the set your forwards create a
'platform' by how well they get up the field, The better your 'platform' the more successful your back moves will be. This is a
simple and easy to understand method of simulating attacking sets.
- Has a good level of tactical control, allowing you to choose what plays to use in which sets and control how much freedom
your playmakers can have when attacking. You can choose to let your team play a very simple structure with your playmakers
having very little say, or incorporate more complex moves with your playmakers having more freedom.
- The team calls give you a stronger control of the game i.e. one such is Engineroom Overdrive, which for a set or so, once per
game, makes your forwards much more potent and create a much better platform.
- Staff management and training is also fun, allowing you to retrain players to different positions.
- The transfer market is fun, if not overpowered, other teams do not partake in mid-season transfers between themselves, only
from players you have personally transfer listed in your own side. Ignoring the transfer market and only signing players whose
contracts come to an end is a much more challenging and rewarding experience, this also forces you to cap manage.
- In game A.I. is pretty good, each team has unique attacking and defensive structures.

Cons:
- A little buggy, major one is when a scrum happens with your starting hooker off, the ball gets constantly passed to them.
- Players attributes do not change from season to season, defeats the purpose of signing young players. Player developement is
also strange, the games forces the few players that can increase in calibre to stay in your academy (reserves) until they reach
their max calibre, even if they are good enough to be in your first team.
- The player 'calibre' system is strange, occasions occur that despite two players having similar attributes, the player that is
'professional' calibre will still be much stronger than the 'semi-pro' one.
- Attributes are more centered to positions than players, resulting in, for example, James Roberts having a speed of 63\/100
because he's a centre, despite being arguably the fasted guy in Rugby league. I understand that this may be required to make the
match engine work though.

A really good start to what can hopefully be a strong long term franchise, really fun and I'm still not bored of it. If you love
rugby league you'll adore this game.. awesome little game!. Play if you liked choose-your-own-adventure books. Or even if you
didn't. Play if you like both video games and reading. Play if you admire well-done storytelling and intricate plots, or RPGs that
react to your choices.

256/10 would get ripped up by a manticore, pickpocketed by a crazy gnome, and shoved down a sewer drain again. It's a copy of
the free online unity game called Combat 3.
But it's not bad. Terrible controls, messy visuals, supremely unoptimized UI.
There definitely are not 100 robots to choose from.
Do not buy this.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/Ez-rReLDbe4. only single player now. Kaos has shut down the Multiplayer servers. it is
apsolutly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Enjoyed the whole game. Easy and great story. good gameplay. awesome
soundtrack :D

I'll wait for the english DLC translation and continue :D. Hope the developers will spend more time in making this game great, it
is in Early Access since 2016.. All DYA Games are very nice!!!
Check them all out! :)

Nice pixelart, nice music, its fun and its cheap! :)
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It's not bad,visually it looks decent,but it's not my type of game. I played this mostly trading cards.. Its like finding money on the
ground randomly one day.

Its free.

Its amazing.

And it makes you happy for the rest of the day!
. A really incredible VR game. Controls very fast response, fast action and I think it is not recommended to be the first game
you try with your helmets because it can disappoint the rest. Team action, multiplayer and no dizzy effect, as promised. Really a
#must if you like shooters. Waiting for competitions and events to start.. Please make it an option to remove the kill cam... The
original pacing of this game is what made it so much fun. The kill cam just adds this akward break in the gameplay and no one I
show the game really likes it. Other than that, it's an amazing game.. Very buggy, imperformant Engine, No response from Dev
in Forums. Save your money.. It's got an interesting story - no, sorry, that sounds like a backhanded compliment. It's a GREAT
story, but the mechanics don't manage to hold it up.

Getting from place to place is slow and boring. The environments are too large and full of empty spaces, and there's nothing
showing me which way to go. All I'm told is the colour of the building I'm looking for. The *colour*. Nobody refers to buildings
by colour, but it's their only distinguishing feature in this game. And if I didn't write down the dialogue where I'm told where to
go next, there's nothing to remind me, forcing me to search the entire oversized city to find the next plot event. Loading a
savegame made before that dialogue is my only recourse.

There's no map, no quest log. At least there are constant messages informing me that a particular piece of knowledge has been
stored in my inventory - which is a very clever twist on standard RPG mechanics. But I was completely disillusioned when I
went to consult a piece of information I'd acquired earlier, because as far as I can tell, the game doesn't actually have an
inventory at all! The mechanics flat-out lie to the player about what is possible!

And because there's no way to get a reminder of what you're supposed to do next, loading a savegame is an exercise in
frustration. I load the game, and it plonks me down outside my house (or wherever) with no context. If I don't remember when I
saved, I don't even know what in-game day it is.

And all this is a great shame, because as long as you stay on the path the designer intended, it's a very engaging story. Lots of
love and betrayal, brilliant characters, a dystopian future with some very weird ideas about women, and some scary-trippy
segments where Clara questions her own sanity. All the characters are well thought out and developed, there's no background
NPCs who repeat the same lines over and over. It's moving and thoughtful and just a little bit silly, if you can get into it.

But it doesn't take much to break my immersion. One minute, Clara's happy to babble about fire extinguishers and vending
machines for pages on end - the next, there's no text for examining her neighbours' homes, not even to tell me who lives where.
Yes\/no choices pop up, but my response is barely acknowledged, and forgotten at the end of the scene. Some rooms don't have
visible exits, leaving me to hunt for the invisible trigger block. So there's a lot of small frustrations to distract from the story.

Now, it's cheap, so if you're not sure whether you'll like it I advise you to get it anyway. I don't regret buying this game. I just
think it could have been a lot better.. Happy with this game!

Handling is challenging, racing is great, looks and runs well (980ti, 1440p)
Whips are not as free as some would like, not a deal breaker though.

I'd love if milstone could somehow get the licenses to the AMA motocross series and do a consolidated motocross game with
AMA and MXGP.. Pros:
-Easy Achievements
-gud lookin Achievements

Cons:
-ur ear gets rapped by crayfishes if u see enemys
-sh*tty gameplay
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-u can only play Level 1 (from 100) the others are pure darkness
-if u die, u have to restart the game
-the pictures u get are not worth a fap...

Trust me, don't even buy this game on sale. Except u are a Achievement Hunter AND like the look of them.
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